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SUMMARY

When perception differs from the physical stimulus,
as it does for visual illusions and binocular rivalry,
the opportunity arises to localize where perception
emerges in the visual processing hierarchy. Repre-
sentations prior to that stage differ from the eventual
conscious percept even though they provide input to
it. Here, we investigate where and how a remarkable
misperception of position emerges in the brain. This
‘‘double-drift’’ illusion causes a dramatic mismatch
between retinal and perceived location, producing
a perceived motion path that can differ from its
physical path by 45� or more. The deviations in the
perceived trajectory can accumulate over at least a
second, whereas other motion-induced position
shifts accumulate over 80–100 ms before saturating.
Using fMRI and multivariate pattern analysis, we find
that the illusory path does not share activity patterns
with a matched physical path in any early visual
areas. In contrast, a whole-brain searchlight analysis
reveals a shared representation in anterior regions of
the brain. These higher-order areas would have the
longer time constants required to accumulate the
small moment-to-moment position offsets that
presumably originate in early visual cortical areas
and then transform these sensory inputs into a
final conscious percept. The dissociation between
perception and the activity in early sensory cortex
suggests that consciously perceived position does
not emerge in what is traditionally regarded as the vi-
sual system but instead emerges at a higher level.

INTRODUCTION

The representation of location is determined by an object’s cur-

rent retinal location in combination with several other sources of

information, such as head and eye directions [1–4], eye move-

ment plans [5], and the object’s own motion [6]. Studies have

shown that the visual system can predict the current location

of a moving target by taking into account its velocity and the
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neural delays between the retina and the cortex [7]. It has been

proposed that this predictive position shift, extrapolating the

target ahead along its motion path, underlies several motion-

induced position shift effects in which an object’s location ap-

pears to be shifted by surrounding motion signals or by its own

motion [6, 8–11].

The goal of the present study is to use predictive position shifts

to investigate where the representation of perceived position

emerges in the processing hierarchy. We used a probe that in-

duces a remarkably large motion-induced position shift, namely,

the double-drift illusion [12–15]. Compared with other well-

known motion-induced position shift effects, this stimulus re-

veals an integration of motion signals over a second or more,

leading to dramatic shifts in perceived position that can deviate

from the physical motion trajectory by many degrees of visual

angle (Figure 1A; Video S1). With such a long integration period,

it is unlikely that early visual areaswith their short integration time

constants are responsible for the accumulation of position errors

underlying this illusion. Thus, the double-drift stimulus presents

the opportunity to explore where in the visual processing

hierarchy position information transitions from retinally based,

bottom-up encoding to high-level, motion-influenced perceptual

representations associated with conscious visual experience.

Specifically, if the patterns of neural activity that encode percep-

tion can be distinguished from those driven by the physical stim-

ulus, we can identify the cortical areas where the percept first

arises using multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of blood oxy-

gen-level dependent (BOLD) signals measured using functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of the whole brain.

In two experiments, we demonstrate that the illusory motion

paths of two double-drift stimuli with identical retinal but different

perceived paths can be decoded frommultiple brain regions, but

the nature of the representation differs: the illusory paths are de-

codable in extrastriate areas but not in V1. However, cross-clas-

sification between the illusory paths and their matched physical

paths in these areas showed no evidence that their patterns of

response were related. In contrast, whole-brain cross-classifica-

tion searchlight analyses reveal that higher-order brain areas

share a common encoding of perceived position for the illusory

and matched physical paths. Thus, our results indicate that

different cortical regions are involved in representing different

properties of the double-drift stimulus, with the early retinotopic

visual areas possibly generating the local direction deviations

driven by motion signals integrated over short durations, and
vier Ltd.
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Figure 1. Double-Drift Stimulus and Behavioral Task

(A) Double-drift stimulus. A Gabor patch with vertical physical motion path can be perceived to be moving obliquely if its internal texture drifts orthogonally to its

physical path. See also Video S1.

(B) Each trial began with a Gabor patch shown in the right hemifield moving vertically for 2 s, which then disappeared (example stimulus is a double-drift stimulus

with a possible perceived motion path tilted leftward driven by its internal motion). A response bar then appeared at fixation and remained on the screen until

participants adjusted its orientation to match the perceived motion path of the Gabor patch.

(C) Group-averaged perceived path orientation (�) of the double drift and control stimulus (no internal drift) and the illusion size of the double-drift effect. Error bars

represent 95% CI, ***p < 0.001.
the higher-order regions possibly accumulating and storing po-

sition displacements based on extrapolations of those inte-

grated motion directions to represent the long-lasting perceived

motion path. An important implication of these results is that

consciously perceived visual location is realized beyond the stri-

ate and extrastriate cortex traditionally associated with visual

processing.

RESULTS

Experiment 1
Perceived Path of the Double-Drift Stimulus Deviates

from Its Physical Path

We first conducted a behavioral task to measure the size of

perceived position shift of the double-drift stimulus for each

participant (see Figure 1B and STAR Methods for details).

Consistent with previous literature, the perceived path orienta-

tion of the double-drift stimulus differed dramatically from that

of a control stimulus that lacked internal motion (perceived right-

ward tilt: p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 13.42; perceived leftward tilt: p <

0.001, Cohen’s d = 14.89; Figure 1C). Specifically, the perceived

path orientation was biased toward its internal drift direction,

suggesting that the motion-induced position shift of the dou-

ble-drift stimuli was consistent for all subjects (average illusion

size = 47.55� away from the veridical path orientation). There

was no significant difference in the absolute amount of perceived

direction shift between the two internal drift conditions (i.e., left-

ward versus rightward tilt) of the double-drift stimulus (p = 0.60,

Cohen’s d = 0.30).

Perceived Paths Are Decodable in the Extrastriate

Cortex But Do Not Share the Same Activation Patterns

with Those of Matched Physical Paths

We then used fMRI and MVPA to classify the activation patterns

driven by two double-drift stimuli that moved along the same

physical path but were perceived to bemoving in opposite orien-

tations driven by their different internal drift directions. Impor-

tantly, as the internal drift of the double-drift stimulus reverses
its direction at the two endpoints of themotion path, both illusory

trajectories have equal periods of leftward and rightward local

motion across a complete back and forth cycle, so the only dif-

ference between the two conditions is their perceived motion di-

rection. We compared these perceived motion paths with those

of matched Gabor stimuli (lacking internal drift motion), which

physically moved in the direction of the two illusory paths as

measured in the behavioral task for each participant. During

the scan, participants performed a contrast change detection

task on the Gabor to ensure they were paying attention to it

(see Figure 2A and STAR Methods for details). MVPA was first

conducted in voxels that showed significantly greater BOLD re-

sponses to the motion path locations within early visual areas

defined in a separate retinotopic mapping session. Figure 2B

shows these 4 motion path regions of interest (MPROIs) for V1,

V2, V3, and MT+ on a representative participant (see Table S1

for ROI sizes). When training and testing the linear support vector

machine (SVM) classifier on the same stimulus conditions, clas-

sification accuracies for the two control stimuli (physical leftward

versus rightward path orientation) were significantly above

chance in all MPROIs (p < 0.001; p values were adjusted using

the false discovery rate [FDR] method in this and all subsequent

analyses; Figure 2C; see Table S1 for statistical results). This

suggests that the activation patterns for the two stimuli with

physical path orientations that matched those of the perceived

path of the double-drift stimulus can be reliably differentiated

in these early visual areas. However, classification accuracies

for the two double-drift stimuli (illusory leftward versus rightward

path orientation) were significantly above chance only in areas

V2 (p = 0.004) and V3 (p < 0.001) but not in V1 (p = 0.44) or

MT+ (p = 0.12) (Figure 2C; see Table S1 for statistical results).

This indicates that activity patterns in V2 and V3 differed for

the two perceptual motion paths of the double-drift stimulus,

whereas activity patterns in V1 were indistinguishable for these

two perceptual conditions. This is consistent with a recent study

that finds evidence for the involvement of retinotopic areas with

anatomically separated quadrantic representations of visual
Current Biology 29, 4036–4044, December 2, 2019 4037
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Figure 2. Experiment 1: fMRI Trial Sequence and Decoding Accuracies in MPROIs

(A) Five stimulus conditions in the main fMRI experiment: the double-drift stimuli had a vertical physical motion path with an orthogonal internal drift direction that

could make the perceived motion path appear rotated either rightward or leftward relative to the physical path. The three control stimuli had either vertical,

rightward, or leftward physical paths with no internal drift. Each trial was composed of 11 s of stimulus presentation followed by 15 s of fixation.

(B) Voxels for MPROIs were selected within each visual area by combining regions that showed greater activation for any of the three tilted rectangular

checkerboard patterns (green outline not shown in experiment) than to fixation. Example ROIs are shown in a representative participant.

(C) Classification accuracies between the two double drift stimuli (perceived leftward versus rightward path) and the two control stimuli (physical leftward versus

rightward path) in V1, V2, V3, and MT+.

Error bars represent ± 1 SEM, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
space, such as V2 and V3, in deriving the illusory motion of this

stimulus [16].

To directly examine whether the activation patterns for the illu-

sory paths of the double-drift stimulus share a similar structure

with those of the matched physical paths, we conducted a

cross-decoding analysis where we trained the linear SVM classi-

fier on the data corresponding to the two double-drift stimuli and

tested the classifier on the data corresponding to the two control

stimuli. We also carried out the reverse analysis wherewe trained

the classifier on the control stimuli and tested the classifier on the

double-drift stimuli. Interestingly, classification accuracies from

cross-classification in either direction were not significantly

different from chance in any of the MPROIs (p > 0.1; see Table

S1 for statistical results), including V2 and V3. Thus, although

the activation patterns of the two illusory paths can be differen-

tiated in V2 and V3, their representations carried different infor-

mation from those of their matched physical paths in these two

areas.

Representational Structure in Early Visual Areas

Reveals Strongest Dissimilarity between Physically

Different Paths

Since the previous analysis suggested different representations

of illusory and physical paths in early visual areas, we carried out

a representational similarity analysis (RSA) to examine the repre-

sentational structure of the five stimulus conditions in the

MPROIs [17]. Figure 3 shows the dissimilarity matrices of the

five stimulus conditions. Early visual areas V1–V3 exhibited

the strongest dissimilarity between stimuli with different physical

paths (physical leftward versus rightward versus vertical path) as

compared to those that shared the same physical motion direc-

tion but with a large perceptual difference (double-drift stimuli:

illusory leftward versus rightward; V1: r = 0.91, p = 0.001; V2:

r = 0.81, p = 0.016; V3: r = 0.70, p = 0.05). This similarity structure
4038 Current Biology 29, 4036–4044, December 2, 2019
confirmed that the representation of the double-drift stimulus in

these areas was largely driven by its physical path. The repre-

sentational structure in MT+, in contrast, showed high similarity

between all stimulus conditions (r = 0.27, p = 0.5).

No Difference in BOLD Response Amplitude between

Illusory and Matched Physical Paths

We also calculated BOLD signal changes of each stimulus con-

dition within eachMPROI to examine whether the above-chance

decoding accuracies for the illusory andmatched physical paths

could be detected at the univariate level. Group-averaged BOLD

time courses of all stimulus conditions are shown in Figure S1. All

MPROIs exhibited above-baseline activity for the five stimulus

conditions (p < 0.05) except V1, which showed above-baseline

activation only for the control stimulus with leftward motion di-

rection. Importantly, we observed no difference in response

magnitude for the two double-drift stimuli (p > 0.1) or for the

two control stimuli in these MPROIs (ps > 0.1), suggesting that

the above-chance decoding accuracies in these regions cannot

be simply explained by differences at the aggregate activation

level. In addition, there was no significant difference in mean

signal intensity between the double-drift stimulus and the verti-

cally moving control stimulus with no internal motion in any of

these MPROIs (Figure S1C; p > 0.1), suggesting that the two

conditions were matched in terms of stimulus energy. Thus,

the failure to cross-decode in these regions was not simply

due to a mismatch of internal motion in the double-drift and con-

trol stimulus.

Higher-Order Regions Show a Shared Representation of

the Illusory and Matched Physical Paths

To further explore brain areas that afford decoding of the illusory

paths beyond our pre-defined visual ROIs, we conducted a

whole-brain searchlight analysis using a 4-voxel-radius spherical

searchlight. The same decoding analyses for the illusory and
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Figure 3. Experiment 1: Representational Similarity Analysis

Representational dissimilarity matrices for the five stimulus conditions in V1,

V2, V3, and MT+.

See also Figure S4.
matched physical paths as for the ROI-based analysis were con-

ducted, and results of the searchlight analysis were corrected

using a cluster thresholding method for multiple testing (see

STAR Methods for details). Figure 4 shows the group accuracy

maps from the classification searchlight analysis for decoding

the illusory paths (Figure 4A) and the matched physical paths

(Figure 4B). We identified several clusters that showed above-

chance decoding accuracies for the illusory path outside our

pre-defined early visual ROIs: a large cluster that spanned the

superior frontal and medial frontal gyrus and several clusters in

the superior temporal gyrus, dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC)

cortex, and the left postcentral gyrus. We also found a cluster

spanning the early visual cortex that confirmed our significant

decoding results in the ROI-based analysis (see Table S2 for a

complete list of significant clusters). Decoding the matched

physical paths yielded an even larger range of cortical regions,

including visual, parietal, and frontal areas (Table S2).

Our ROI-based cross-decoding results showed that the acti-

vation pattern for the double-drift stimulus had little or no similar-

ity to that of its matched physical path. It is, however, possible

that a shared encoding of the illusory and matched physical

path of the double-drift stimulus is represented somewhere

outside our pre-defined visual ROIs. This shared encoding could

be a marker of the emergence of the perceptual, as opposed to

the retinal, location of the double-drift stimulus. We therefore

conducted a whole-brain searchlight analysis using a cross-de-

coding classifier between the double-drift and control conditions

to further explore the locus of any such shared representations.

The results of this searchlight analysis should yield regions with

similar patterns of activation for the double-drift and control

stimulus that share the same perceived motion direction.

Interestingly, we found several clusters in anterior parts of the

brain that showed above-chance cross-decoding between the

illusory and matched physical paths (Figure 4C; see Table S2

for a complete list of significant clusters) but, in agreement

with the previous ROI analysis, none in early visual areas. Specif-

ically, we found clusters that showed above-chance cross-de-

coding in both directions (i.e., trained on double-drift then tested

on control stimuli and vice versa) in the anterior cingulate and

medial frontal gyrus in both hemispheres, the anterior part of

the middle frontal gyrus in the left hemisphere, and the left infe-

rior parietal lobule and parahippocampal gyrus. Besides these
overlapping regions, cross-decoding from double-drift to control

stimuli resulted in additional significant clusters in themiddle and

inferior frontal gyrus and medial frontal gyrus in both hemi-

spheres; cross-decoding from control to double-drift stimuli pro-

duced additional significant clusters in the right precentral gyrus

and left parahippocampal gyrus. In addition to these cortical

clusters, we also found several subcortical clusters as detailed

in Table S2.

To exclude the possibility that the failure in cross-decoding in

regions such as the early visual cortex was caused by (poten-

tially) subtle difference in mean signal intensity across condi-

tions, even though their differences in mean activation amplitude

were not statistically significant (Figure S1), we performed an

additional searchlight analysis where we removed the grand

mean of each stimulus condition within each searchlight. The re-

sults remained qualitatively similar to those of the original cross-

decoding searchlight analysis as shown in Figure 4C, with no

significant clusters observed in early visual cortex (see Figure S2

and Table S3). This suggests that failure to cross-decode in

regions such as the early visual cortex was not simply due to a

difference in stimulus-driven responses between the stimulus

conditions of the training (e.g., physical leftward versus right-

ward paths) and testing datasets (e.g., illusory leftward versus

rightward paths).

Experiment 2
Perceived Paths Do Not Share the Same Activation

Patterns in Early Visual Areas with Those of Matched

Physical Paths Using Counterphase-Flickering Gabor

Patches

In experiment 1, we showed that the double-drift and the control

stimulus were matched in terms of the amplitudes of stimulus-

driven responses. However, given that early visual cortex is sen-

sitive to stimulus-specific, low-level feature changes, it is still

possible that the failure in cross-decoding in these regions

was due to a mismatch of internal motion in the double-drift

(4 Hz) and the control stimulus (0 Hz). Thus, we conducted a

second experiment using a control stimulus to match the mo-

tion energy induced by the internal motion of the double-drift

stimulus. Similar to the one used in experiment 1, this control

stimulus was a Gabor patch moving in the perceived path of

the double-drift stimulus but with its internal grating counter-

phase flickering at 4 Hz. Importantly, the perceived path direc-

tion of the counterphase-flickering control was not significantly

different from its physical motion direction (p = 0.17), suggest-

ing that adding the counterphase flicker did not affect the

perceived path of the physical motion direction (Figure 5A).

Moreover, there was no significant difference in mean BOLD

signal intensity between the double-drift stimulus and this new

control stimulus in any of theMPROIs (Figure S3C; p > 0.1), sug-

gesting that including the counterphase flicker did not result in

changes at the univariate level and that the new control stimulus

matched the double-drift stimulus in terms of stimulus energy.

Beside this new control stimulus, all experimental and analysis

procedures were identical to those in experiment 1 (see STAR

Methods for details). Thus, if it was indeed the difference in in-

ternal motion of the illusory and control stimuli that degraded

the cross-classification in early visual areas, cross-classifica-

tion in these regions would be successful with this control
Current Biology 29, 4036–4044, December 2, 2019 4039
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Figure 4. Experiment 1: Searchlight Maps with Significant Above-Chance within- and Cross-Condition Classification Accuracy

(A) Areas supporting significant decoding of the illusory paths.

(B) Areas supporting significant decoding of the matched physical paths.

(C) Areas supporting significant cross-decoding of illusory and matched physical paths. Orange represents significant clusters when training the classifier on

double-drift and testing on the control stimuli. Green represents significant clusters when training the classifier on the control and testing on the double-drift

stimuli.

Results were thresholded at p = 0.01 and FDR-corrected across clusters at p < 0.05.

See also Figure S2, Table S2, and Table S3.
stimulus, since it has a better match for the motion energy of the

double-drift stimulus.

Overall, results in experiment 2 largely replicated those of

experiment 1. Specifically, in the ROI-based MVPA analysis,

classification between the two illusory paths (average illusion

size = 39.2�; Figure 5A) was only successful in extrastriate visual

areas V3 (p < 0.001) and MT+ (p = 0.006), but not in V1 (p = 0.16)

or V2 (p = 0.095). Decoding between the physical paths of the

counterphase-flickering control was successful in all MPROIs

(p < 0.001; Figure 5B; see Table S1 for statistical results). Since

the same double-drift stimuli were employed in both experi-

ments 1 and 2, we also combined the results for decoding the

illusory paths from the two experiments (n = 19) to increase sta-

tistical power. Results showed that classification accuracies

were significantly above chance in V2 (p = 0.001), V3 (p <

0.001), and MT+ (p = 0.001) but not in V1 (p = 0.22; Figure 5C;

see Table S1 for statistical results). Moreover, consistent with

the results from experiment 1, cross-decoding between the illu-

sory paths of the double-drift stimulus and the matched physical

paths of the counterphase-flickering control stimuli failed in all

MPROIs (p > 0.1; see Table S1 for statistical results). These

null results confirmed that failure in cross-decoding in experi-

ment 1 in these ROIs was not due to low-level feature mis-

matches between the double-drift and static Gabor control

stimuli, since the new control stimulus that yielded similar results

had a 4 Hz flicker that matched the internal motion energy of the

illusory stimulus.
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Consistent with the results in experiment 1, representational

dissimilarity matrices showed that V1–V3 exhibited the strongest

dissimilarity between stimuli with different physical paths of the

counter-flickering control compared to those that shared the

same physical motion direction but differed perceptually

(Figure S4; V1: r = 0.80, p = 0.01; V2: r = 0.79, p = 0.013; V3:

r = 0.66, p = 0.05). The representational structure in MT+ again

showed high similarity between all stimulus conditions

(r = �0.51, p = 0.13).

In the whole-brain searchlight analysis, decoding for the illu-

sory (Figure 6A) and physical paths (Figure 6B) both yielded

extended clusters across multiple cortical regions that were

comparable to those found in experiment 1 (see Table S4 for a

complete list of significant clusters). For the cross-decoding

searchlight analysis, despite being conducted in different scan-

ners and with different control stimuli, we found that the two crit-

ical aspects from experiment 1 still held up in experiment 2: the

successful cross-decoding between the illusory and matched

physical paths was observed only in anterior parts of the brain

(especially in the lateral and medial frontal cortex), while no suc-

cessful cross-decodingwas found in the early visual cortex. Spe-

cifically, we found significant above-chance clusters in both

directions (i.e., trained on double-drift then tested on control

stimuli and vice versa) in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in

both hemispheres and the left medial frontal gyrus. Besides these

overlapping regions, cross-decoding from double-drift to the

new control stimuli resulted in additional significant clusters in
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Figure 5. Experiment 2: Behavioral Performance and Decoding Accuracies in MPROIs

(A) Group-averaged perceived path orientation (�) of the double-drift stimulus and control stimulus (counterphase-flickering Gabor) and the illusion size of the

double-drift effect. Error bars represent 95% CI.

(B) Classification accuracies for the two double-drift stimuli (perceived leftward versus rightward path) and the two counterphase-flickering control stimuli

(physical leftward versus rightward path) in V1, V2, V3, and MT+.

(C) Both experiments (n = 19): classification accuracies for the two double-drift stimuli (perceived leftward versus rightward path).

Error bars represent ± 1 SEM, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

See also Figure S3 and Table S1.
the middle frontal gyrus in both hemispheres and the left angular

gyrus; cross-decoding from the new control to double-drift stim-

uli produced additional significant clusters in the left medial fron-

tal gyrus, temporo-parietal junction and superior temporal gyrus

(Figure 6C; see Table S4 for a complete list of significant clusters).

These searchlight results confirmed that the failure in cross-de-

coding in experiment 1 in early visual cortex was not due to a

mismatch of internal motion between the double-drift and control

stimuli but a difference between the representations of the illu-

sory and matched physical paths in these regions.

DISCUSSION

Here, we localized cortical areas associated with perceived ob-

ject positions when they differed from positions registered on the

retina. Normally, the location of retinal input and the correspond-

ing perceived locations are well matched, but, in a remarkable

motion-induced position shift effect, the double-drift illusion,

there is a dramatic mismatch between physical and perceived

positions, and the large perceptual displacement can build for

a second or more [12, 13].

Although we found that the perceived path of the double-drift

stimulus can be decoded in extrastriate visual areas, results from

the cross-classification analyses revealed that the activation

patterns that differentiated the illusory paths in these early visual

regions were not related to those that encoded the matched

physical paths. Therefore, the basis of our classification results

in these early regions is likely unrelated to the perceived path

per se but might arise from lower-level properties of the stimulus

such as the combined vector of the local and global motion [13].

For example, leftward internal drift was associated with an up-

ward external motion in one case (e.g., double-drift stimulus

with perceived leftward trajectory) and with a downward external

motion in the other (e.g., double-drift stimulus with perceived

rightward trajectory).
Interestingly, the significant cross-classification clusters found

in our searchlight analyses were primarily in anterior parts of the

brain, such as the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC), dACC (the cin-

gulo-opercular control network), and medial prefrontal cortex

(MPFC), that are known to be involved in executive control

[18–22] and working-memory-related processing [23–26]. This

indicates that the neural coding for the perceived path in these

higher-order regions was driven by a representation of the illu-

sory motion path that was similar enough to that of the matched

physical path to permit cross-decoding. In comparison to repre-

sentations in higher cortical areas, those in early visual cortex are

sensitive to local, fine-grained feature-level changes and there-

foremay not permit such cross-classification. Indeed, our results

show that this high-level representation of perceived as opposed

to real stimulus positions is not shared with or projected back

down to early visual areas. Similarly, experiments on binocular ri-

valry also identified structures in LPFC, among others, as repre-

senting the dominant perceived image almost exclusively,

whereas early visual cortex represented both eyes’ image, and

their strengths weremodulated to some extent by the perceptual

state [27, 28]. Thus, the observed above-chance classification in

extrastriate visual areas for the perceived path of double-drift

stimulus might suggest that these areas encode the combined

local motion signals integrated over short durations. These local

direction errors are the base data that get integrated into the illu-

sory path but likely do not account for the illusion alone, because

these errors appear to accumulate over long durations, and cells

in these early processing stages do not have the second-long

integration time windows that the double-drift stimulus requires

to build up its position deviations. In contrast, other motion-

induced position shifts effects such as the flash-grab stimulus

only integrate motion signals over about 90 ms [8, 29]. Given

the short decay time constants for orientation cells in early visual

areas [30], it is possible that a motion-position integration pro-

cess of such a long duration requires higher-order brain areas
Current Biology 29, 4036–4044, December 2, 2019 4041
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Figure 6. Experiment 2: Searchlight Maps with Significant Above-Chance within- and Cross-Condition Classification Accuracy

(A) Areas supporting significant decoding of the illusory paths.

(B) Areas supporting significant decoding of the matched physical paths.

(C) Areas supporting significant cross-decoding of illusory and matched physical paths. Orange represents significant clusters when training the classifier on

double-drift and tested on the control stimuli. Green represents significant clusters when training the classifier on the control and tested on the double-drift

stimuli.

Results were thresholded at p = 0.01 and FDR corrected across clusters at p < 0.05.

See also Table S4.
to store and accumulate position offsets in order to form a

consistent motion trajectory. Thus, our results suggest that the

higher-order areas where we find significant cross-classification

could be candidate areas that accumulate outputs from the ex-

trastriate cortex so that perception continues to drift farther away

from the real path for over a second. Since these higher-order

regions have been implicated in transforming sensory represen-

tation to different representational formats to serve different

functional purposes [31–34], successful cross-classification in

these areas may reflect similar representational changes from

a sensory format to a different, more abstract format, which

could allow for generalization between different physical stimuli

in a shared format of perceptual experience. Note that the

observed successful cross-decoding in higher-order areas

cannot be simply explained by similarity in decision making or

motor responses for the illusory and matched physical paths,

because participants performed an orthogonal task (reporting

a 50% reduction of the Gabor’s contrast) in the scanner that

did not involve decisions or motor responses that corresponded

to the direction of motions.

Our finding that there is no shared activity in early visual cortex

between the physical and perceived paths conflicts with previ-

ous fMRI studies of motion-induced position shifts [35–37]. In

the case of the ‘‘flash-grab’’ illusion [8], it was shown that neural

activity for the perceived position shifts correlates with that of

perceptually matched physical stimuli in V1 through V3 but not

in higher-order areas [37]. Similarly, for the ‘‘flash-drag’’ illusion

[38], activity in MT+ also shows strong correlation between
4042 Current Biology 29, 4036–4044, December 2, 2019
perceived and matched physical positions [36]. There are

many differences between these studies and ours, but we spec-

ulate that the involvement of top-down attentional signals may

account for the discrepancies. It is well established that sac-

cades, which are closely linked to spatial attention [39, 40], are

directed to the perceived rather than physical locations for the

motion-induced position shifts that displace the target along

the direction of motion, such as the flash-lag and flash-drag

stimuli [41–44]. For the double-drift illusion, however, saccades

are directed to the physical location of the stimulus, rather than

its perceived location [12]. Given that the dissociation of sac-

cades and perception is unique to the double-drift stimulus, it

is possible that attentional shifts, like saccades, are not affected

by this illusion either, so that any downward projections from

areas involved in attentional shifting circuitry would prioritize

its physical locations, rather than its perceived, illusory ones. If

this assumption is correct, this stimulus affords the unique pos-

sibility of probing where the perceptual coordinates of object po-

sition arise in the processing hierarchy without the confound of

top-down attentional projections.

In summary, our data reveal cortical areas that process visual

stimuli in perceived as opposed to retinotopic coordinates. We

found that the representation of perceived position likely

emerges much later in the processing hierarchy than the early vi-

sual areas, even if extrastriate areas provide the instantaneous

direction errors that are then integrated in later areas to compute

the final percept. There are many aspects of visual conscious-

ness such as perceived color, brightness, duration, shape,



direction, as well as the binding of these features. Although our

data do not address the cortical areas where all these perceived

features emerge, they do place clear constraints on the neural

correlates of the perceived position at which all of these aspects

are experienced, at least for this particular type of stimulus. Sur-

prisingly, the construction of perceived location appears to

emerge in areas beyond the visual cortex.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB 2015a MathWorks [45] https://www.mathworks.com/

AFNI [46] https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/

FreeSurfer [47] http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu

Psychophysics Toolbox [48] https://psychtoolbox.com/

R version 3.3.2, RStudio interface [49, 50] https://www.r-project.com/

PyMVPA [51] http://www.pymvpa.org/
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Sirui Liu

(Sirui.Liu.gr@dartmouth.edu). This study did not generate new unique reagents.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Subjects
Nine individuals from the Dartmouth College community participated in Experiment 1 of this study (5 females; age range: 21-32,mean

age = 26.6 +- 3.1) and ten new individuals from the Dartmouth College community participated in Experiment 2 of this study (6 fe-

males; age range: 18-32, mean age = 21 +- 4.5). All participants were naive to the purpose of this study and had normal or corrected-

to-normal vision. Written, informed consent approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at Dartmouth College

was obtained from each participant prior to each experimental session. Participants were screened by the Dartmouth Brain Imag-

ining Center fMRI Subject Safety Screening Sheet and received a compensation of $20/hour.

METHOD DETAILS

Stimuli
All stimuli were generated using MATLAB 2015a [45] and PsychToolbox-3 [48]. The stimulus in the behavioral and the main fMRI

experiments was based on the double-drift stimulus used in previous literature [12] (see Figure 1A and Video S1). We used a

Gabor pattern (sinusoidal grating within a Gaussian envelope) with a spatial frequency of 0.5 cycle/dva (cycles per degree of

visual angle) and 100% contrast presented on a uniform gray background (53 cd/m2). The standard deviation of the contrast

envelope was 0.4 degree of visual angle [dva]. The Gabor pattern moved back and forth along a linear path of length 5 dva,

with a speed of 5 dva/sec (external motion). The sinusoidal grating had the same orientation as the motion path, and drifted

in the orthogonal direction with a temporal frequency of 4 Hz (internal motion) while reversing its direction at the two endpoints

every 1 s (‘double-drift stimulus’), or stayed static (Experiment 1: ‘control stimulus’) or counterphase-flickered at 4 Hz (Exper-

iment 2: ‘control stimulus’) during the trial. The midpoint of the trajectory was placed at 5 dva to the right of the screen center. A

black fixation point (0.3 dva diameter) was presented at 3 dva horizontal to the left of the screen center throughout all the

behavioral and MRI experiments. We moved the fixation to this location so that our stimulus was 8 dva away from fixation.

This was the eccentricity at which previous research [12] found a large perceptual effect. In the pre-scan behavioral task, par-

ticipants reported the perceived orientation of the motion path using a black line (‘response bar’) centered at fixation that was

0.05 dva in width and 5 dva in length.

Pre-scan behavioral task
Stimuli were generated using an Apple iMac Intel Core i5 (Cupertino, CA) and were displayed in a dark room on a 16’’ ViewSonic G73f

CRTmonitor (10243 768 pixels at 90-Hz) placed 57-cm from the participant with their head stabilized on a chinrest during the exper-

iment. Figure 1B shows a sample trial of the pre-scan behavioral task. Participants were instructed to keep their gaze at the fixation

point throughout the experiment. In each trial, a Gabor patch was shown in the periphery and moved back and forth along a vertical

path for 2 s. Its internal texture drifted either leftward or rightward, or remained static (Experiment 1) or counterphase-flickered

(Experiment 2). For each participant, the drift condition of the internal texture was randomized across trials. Following the stimulus,

participants were instructed to rotate the response bar by pressing the corresponding keyboard keys (up arrow for counterclockwise;

down arrow for clockwise) until its directionmatched the perceived angle of themotion trajectory of the Gabor. The response bar was
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presented at a random orientation for each trial and remained on the screen until participants were satisfied with their response and

pressed the space bar for the next trial. Overall, each participant completed ten adjustment trials for each internal drift condition for a

total of 30 trials that lasted about 15 minutes. The measured path orientation was then used to create the control and localizer stimuli

in the fMRI experiment for each participant (see Behavioral data analysis for details).

MRI acquisitions
The scanning in Experiment 1 was conducted in a 3T MRI scanner (Philips Intera Achieva) with a 32-channel head coil at the Dart-

mouth Brain Imaging Center at Dartmouth College. For each subject, we collected functional BOLD activity using an echo-planar

imaging (EPI) sequence (TR = 2 s, TE = 35ms, voxel size = 33 33 3mm, flip angle = 90�, FOV = 2403 240mm) and a high resolution

anatomical scan using T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence at the end of each scanning session (voxel size = 1 3 1 3 1 mm).

The scanning in Experiment 2 was conducted in a 3TMRI scanner (Siemens PRISMA) with a 32-channel head coil at the Dartmouth

Brain Imaging Center at Dartmouth College. For each subject, we collected functional BOLD activity using an echo-planar imaging

(EPI) sequence (TR = 2 s, TE = 32ms, voxel size = 33 33 3mm, flip angle = 90�, FOV = 2403 240mm) and a high resolution anatom-

ical scan using T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence at the end of each scanning session (voxel size = 1 3 1 3 1 mm).

Main experiment runs
Stimuli were presented on a screen (Experiment 1: 47.5 cmwidth; Experiment 2: 35.6 cmwidth) at the back of the scanner through an

LCD projector. The screen resolution was 1024 3 768 pixels with 60 Hz refresh rate. The projected stimuli were viewed through a

mirror located on the head coil with a viewing distance of 101.6 cm (Experiment 1) and 124.5 cm (Experiment 2). Participants

completed 10 fMRI main experimental runs. In each run, after an initial 4 s blank fixation period, participants viewed a total of fifteen

trials, each of which was composed of a 11 s stimulus block followed by a 15 s fixation period. Each stimulus block was composed of

a Gabor patch presented in the right hemifield that moved back and forth along a linear path for five repetitions (2 s each repetition)

and then disappeared for 250 ms in between repetitions. Five stimulus conditions were presented in each run, including two double-

drift stimuli that had the same vertical physical motion path but with opposite internal drift directions that could make the perceived

motion path appear rotated either rightward or leftward relative to the physical motion path, and three control stimuli that had either

vertical, rightward or leftward physical motion paths with no internal drift (Experiment 1) or with 4 Hz counterphase flicker (Experiment

2). The path orientations of the control stimuli were individually calculated from the responses in the pre-scan behavioral task for each

participant. Figure 2A illustrates the five stimulus conditions and a sample trial sequence for the main fMRI experiment. To make sure

participants were attending to the stimulus, the contrast of the presented Gabor stimulus reduced 50% randomly in each run for

200 ms and participants were asked to press a response button each time they saw the change. Participants viewed three blocks

per stimulus condition in each run, and the order of the trials was randomized for each run. In total, each experimental run was

394 s long.

We also conducted two additional EPI runs using a rectangular checkerboard pattern flickering at 8 Hz that covered the

spatial extent of the perceived and physical motion paths of the double-drift stimulus. The checkerboard pattern was centered

at 8 dva horizontal to the right of the fixation with its height the length of the motion path of the Gabor pattern and its width the

size of the Gabor stimulus. Figure 2B shows the three conditions (vertical, leftward or rightward tilted rectangular checkerboard

pattern) for the stimulus location localizer runs. The two oblique checkerboard stimuli were tilted in the direction of the

perceived motion path for the double-drift stimulus. The tilt angle was individually calculated from the responses in the pre-

scan behavioral task for each subject. Each run contained an initial 4 s fixation block and fifteen trials, each of which was

composed of a 10 s stimulus block with a flickering checkerboard pattern followed by a 12 s. blank fixation period. There

were five trials per stimulus condition for a total of fifteen trials per run with the order of the blocks randomized for each partic-

ipant. To maintain fixation, participants were asked to press a response button each time they saw the color of the fixation point

changed.

Region-of-interest localization runs
In addition to the main experiment, participants completed a separate scanning session that included a standard retinotopic map-

ping procedure and three MT+ localizer runs (292 s each). We followed the standard retinotopic mapping procedure [52, 53] by

using clockwise or counterclockwise rotating checkerboard wedges (flickering at 4 Hz, ten 192 s runs) to map polar angle and us-

ing expanding or contracting checkerboard rings (flickering at 4 Hz, four 192 s runs) to map eccentricity. The fixation point in our

experiment was moved 3 dva horizontal to the left of the center of the screen to match that of our main experiment. MT+ was func-

tionally localized for each participant following the procedure from previous literature [54]. In each run, participants viewed seven

16 s blank fixation periods interleaved with six 30 s stimulus blocks. The stimulus was composed of one hundred 0.3-dva diameter

black dots spanning the whole visual field that moved coherently, or flickered at 30 Hz, or remained static on the screen. Each of

the three stimulus conditions was presented twice in each run with the order randomized for each subject. For the coherently mov-

ing condition, the dots could be moving rightward, leftward, vertically upward or downward, expanding, contracting, rotating

clockwise or counterclockwise at 7 dva/s with 100% coherence, while resetting their locations every 367 ms. To make sure

they were fixating, participants were asked to press a response button each time they saw the color of the fixation point changed

during all localizer runs.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavioral data analysis
For each participant, we first determined the perceived path of the double-drift stimulus (with leftward or rightward perceived motion

paths) and of the control stimulus that lacked internal motion (Experiment 1) or with counterphase flicker (Experiment 2), by

measuring the perceived angle away from the physical, vertical orientation. One sample t tests were conducted using R and RStudio

v.1.0.136 to compare the mean differences between the perceived path orientation of the control stimulus with vertical path orien-

tation [49, 50]. Paired-samples t tests were conducted to compare the mean differences of the perceived path orientation between

the double-drift stimulus and the control stimulus. Significance of the tests were determined at p < 0.05. Themagnitude of the double-

drift illusionwas then calculated individually by taking the difference between these twomeasurements. A positive value of the illusion

size indicates that the perceived motion orientation was biased toward that of the internal drift. The average of this value was then

used in the following scanning session as the motion direction for the control stimuli that moved obliquely with no internal drift as well

as the tilt angle for the rectangular checkerboard pattern in the localizer runs to define ROIs for the motion path of the stimulus for

each subject.

fMRI data analysis
Preprocessing

Functional imaging data was preprocessed using AFNI [46]. For each participant, the EPIs were first registered to the last run of each

scan session and then motion corrected, linearly detrended, and z-scored within each run. The anatomical images were aligned to

the EPI scans of the same session. Localizer data were further smoothed with a 4-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. For the searchlight

analysis, the EPI scans were normalized to the Talairach standard space [55].

ROI definition

The cortical surface of each participant was first reconstructed with FreeSurfer [47] using the high-resolution anatomical images from

the localizer session. All data in the localizer runs were first mapped onto this cortical surface to define the ROIs. Early visual areas left

V1, V2, and V3 were individually drawn by hand on individual surfaces based on the phase angle and eccentricity maps computed

from data in the retinotopic mapping session. MT+ was individually defined on surface based on data from the MT+ localizer runs

using beta coefficient values calculated from a General Linear Model (GLM) analysis that specified voxels that responded more

strongly to moving than to stationary dot patterns (p < 10�4 after correcting for multiple tests using false-discovery rate (FDR)

[56]. To identify the voxels that responded to the motion path of the double-drift and control stimulus within each of the ROIs, we

then selected voxels that showed significantly greater activation for any of the three tilted rectangular checkerboard patterns than

to fixation (p < 10�4, FDR corrected) in the left hemisphere and only these voxels were included for the rest of the ROI-based analyses.

All these surface-defined ROIs were then individually mapped back into the volume space and aligned to the EPI data of the first

scanning session by aligning the anatomical scans of the two sessions for subsequent analysis.

Time course of BOLD activity

To create the time series of BOLD activity change in each ROI, we averaged BOLD activity in all voxels within the ROI and calculated

the percent signal change relative to baseline for each TR of each trial. Baseline was defined as the activity of the first TR of each trial.

Average BOLD signal change at each time point was then calculated by averaging the percent signal change across trials within each

condition. One-sample t tests against 0 were used to assess statistical significance above baseline for each TR and for each stimulus

condition within each ROI at p < 0.05 after correcting for multiple tests using FDR [56]. In addition, paired samples t tests were used to

compare BOLD activity between 1) the two double-drift stimulus conditions, 2) the two control stimulus conditions, and 3) the double-

drift stimulus conditions and the vertically moving control stimulus at each time point within each ROI, and significance of the tests

were determined at p < 0.05 after correcting for multiple tests using FDR [56].

Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA)

All the subsequent analyses were performed using the PyMVPA toolbox [51]. We first performed MVPA within each ROIs. For each

trial, we extracted raw data averaged for 6 to 14 s after trial onset (considering a 6 s of hemodynamic delay) and fed the averaged data

into linear support vector machines (SVMs) to implement classification of stimulus conditions. We performed two types of classifi-

cation analyses: the first analysis was to classify between the two physically different motion paths of the control stimulus, or between

the two perceptually-different motion paths of the double-drift stimulus, using a leave-one-run-out cross-validation procedure. To

examine whether the activation patterns of the double-drift stimuli resembled that of the corresponding control stimuli, a second

cross-decoding analysis was conducted using the same data, except that the training and test data were from separate conditions

(i.e., training with the data corresponding to the control stimuli with matched physical motion path and testing with the data corre-

sponding to the double-drift stimuli with physically vertical but perceived different motion path; and vice versa). Statistical signifi-

cance of classification accuracies across subjects for each individual experiment and for the two experiments combined was

determined by randomly shuffling the stimulus condition labels 1000 times to construct null distributions for each ROI and testing

for significance above chance at p < 0.05 after correcting for multiple tests using false-discovery rate (FDR) [56].

The SVMs were further combined with a spherical searchlight procedure for whole-brain classification analysis. Specifically, we

applied a volume-based searchlight analysis by sliding a 4-voxel-radius spherical linear SVM classifier voxel-by-voxel over the whole

brain. As with the ROI-based analysis, the searchlight analysis was performed for decoding illusory paths, the matched physical

paths, and cross-decoding using a leave-one-run-out cross-validation procedure. Group-level statistical significance for the
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searchlight analyses for each individual experiment was determined following a cluster thresholding approach [57]: 100 permuted

searchlight accuracy maps were first generated for each subject by randomly permuting the stimulus condition labels across trials.

The permuted accuracy maps from all subjects were combined to create a pool of permuted maps. Then 100,000 group-average

accuracy maps were computed by randomly sampling from the pool of permuted maps with replacement to construct a null distri-

bution of accuracy values. These bootstrapped averagemaps were then thresholded at p = 0.01 per voxel and were used for cluster-

forming and for constructing the null distribution of cluster sizes for testing the significance of the real group-average map’s clusters.

Significance of the test was determined at p < 0.05 across clusters of size larger than 30 voxels after correcting for multiple compar-

isons using the FDR [56]. The same set of searchlight analyses were performedwhere the grandmean of each stimulus condition was

removed within each searchlight following the same cluster-based permutation tests and multiple comparison correction methods

described above. Results were projected to the cortical surface reconstructed from the Talairach template [55].

Representational similaritiy analysis (RSA)

To examine the neural representational geometry of the stimulus conditions, we also conducted a representational similarity analysis

(RSA) [17]. This was done by calculating the Euclidean distance between patterns of responses for different stimulus conditions. For

each ROI, a dissimilarity representational matrix (1-similarity) for the five stimulus conditions was derived. To test whether the sim-

ilarity between stimulus conditions was mainly driven by physical paths, we conducted a Pearson correlation test between each of

these dissimilarity matrices and a hypothesized correlation pattern, which assumed the stimulus conditions with physically different

motion paths produced strongest dissimilarity (i.e., 1-similarity = 1) and those with physically same but perceptually different motion

paths (i.e., double-drift stimuli) were least dissimilar (i.e., 1-similarity = 0). P values from the correlation analysis were then corrected

for multiple tests using FDR [56].

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The behavioral dataset and codes generated during this study are available on GitHub at https://github.com/liusr0423/

double-drift-fMRI. Neural dataset and codes have not been deposited in a public repository due to file size but are available from

the Lead Contact on request.
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Figure S1. Experiment 1: mean BOLD time courses of each MPROI (V1, V2, V3 and MT+). 
Related to Figure 2. 
(A) Mean BOLD time courses for the two double-drift stimuli with perceptually different (i.e. rightward 
vs. leftward) but physically identical motion directions (i.e. vertical). 
(B) Mean BOLD time courses for the two control stimuli with physically rightward vs. leftward motion 
direction that matched the perceived directions of the double-drift stimuli.  
(C) Mean BOLD time courses for the two double-drift stimuli with physically vertical motion path but 
with internal motions that drove the perceived paths to appear leftward or rightward and for the 
vertically moving control stimulus with no internal motion.  
Error bars represent ± 1 SEM, horizontal lines at the top of each figure represent time points with 
significant above-baseline activity for each stimulus condition (p < 0.05). Paired samples t-tests showed 
no significant differences between the two double-drift stimulus conditions, the two control stimulus 
conditions, or between the double-drift stimuli (with internal motion) and the vertical control stimulus 
(with no internal motion) that shared the same physical (i.e. vertical) but different perceived motion 
direction (i.e. illusory left or right direction) (ps > 0.1). 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure S2. Experiment 1: cluster-thresholded searchlight map with significant above-chance 
cross-decoding accuracy when the grand mean of each condition was removed within each 
searchlight. Related to Figure 4. 
Orange represents significant clusters when training the classifier on double-drift and testing on the 
control stimuli. Green represents significant clusters when training the classifier on the control and 
testing on the double-drift stimuli. Results were thresholded at p = 0.01 and FDR-corrected across 
clusters at p < 0.05. 
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Figure S3. Experiment 2: mean BOLD time courses of each MPROI (V1, V2, V3 and MT+). Related 
to Figure 5. 
(A) Mean BOLD time courses for the two double-drift stimuli with perceptually different (i.e. rightward vs. 
leftward) but physically identical motion directions (i.e. vertical). 
 (B) Mean BOLD time courses for the two counterphase-flickering control stimuli with physically 
rightward vs. leftward motion direction that matched the perceived directions of the double-drift stimuli.  
(C) Mean BOLD time courses for the two double-drift stimuli with physically vertical motion path but with 
internal motions that drove the perceived paths to appear leftward or rightward and for the vertically 
moving counterphase-flickering control stimulus. 
Error bars represent ± 1 SEM, horizontal lines at the top of each figure represent time points with 
significant above-baseline activity for each stimulus condition (p < 0.05). Paired samples t-tests showed no 
significant differences between the two control stimulus conditions or between the double-drift stimuli 
(with internal motion) and vertical control stimulus (with counterphase flicker) that shared the same 
physical (i.e. vertical) but different perceived motion direction (i.e. illusory left or right direction) (ps > 
0.1). No significant difference between the two double-drift stimulus conditions was observed except in 
MT+ from TR 5-8 (indicated by red *). 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure S4. Experiment 2: representational similarity analysis. Related to Figure 3. 
Representational dissimilarity matrices for the five stimulus conditions in MPROIs (V1, V2, V3 and 
MT+). 



 

ROI Name Size (mean voxel 
number ± SEM) 

Decoding condition Mean decoding 
accuracy ± SEM (%) 

FDR-
adjusted p 

Experiment 1 
V1 72 ± 14 Illusory paths 50.6 ± 5.6 0.435 

Physical paths 90.6 ± 4.4 0 
Illusory to matched physical paths 45 ± 4.1 0.93 
Matched physical to illusory paths 47.8 ± 1.9 0.73 

V2 112 ± 22 Illusory path  60 ± 2.6 0.004 
Physical paths 86.7 ± 5.1 0 
Illusory to matched physical paths 53.3 ± 5.7 0.82 
Matched physical to illusory paths 50.6 ± 4.9 0.73 

V3 141 ± 70 Illusory path  60 ± 3.7 0 
Physical paths 78.9 ± 4.3 0 
Illusory to matched physical paths 51.1 ± 7.9 0.82 
Matched physical to illusory paths 48.9 ± 5.1 0.73 

MT+ 194 ± 71 Illusory path  53.9 ± 2.3 0.12 
Physical paths 62.2 ± 2.8 0 
Illusory to matched physical paths 52.2 ± 3.2 0.82 
Matched physical to illusory paths 56.7 ± 3.7 0.19 

Experiment 2 
V1 75 ± 6 Illusory paths 52.5 ± 3.2 0.157 

Physical paths 94.5 ± 2.3 0 
Illusory to matched physical paths 54 ± 2.2 0.420 
Matched physical to illusory paths 53 ± 2.5 0.668 

V2 112 ± 6 Illusory path  55 ± 3.7 0.095 
Physical paths 86 ± 3.6 0 
Illusory to matched physical paths 48 ± 3.8 0.729 
Matched physical to illusory paths 50.5 ± 3.7 0.836 

V3 106 ± 11 Illusory path  61.5 ± 4.1 0 
Physical paths 72.5 ± 3.7 0 
Illusory to matched physical paths 49.5 ± 3.1 0.704 
Matched physical to illusory paths 45.5 ± 2.4 0.896 

MT+ 165 ± 20 Illusory path  58.5 ± 4.5 0.006 
Physical paths 58 ± 3.1 0.004 
Illusory to matched physical paths 51 ± 1.9 0.650 
Matched physical to illusory paths 47.5 ± 3 0.896 

Both experiments 
V1   Illusory path 51.6 ± 3 0.22 
V2  57.4 ± 2.3 0.001 
V3  60.8 ± 2.7 0 
MT+  56.3 ± 2.6 0.001 

Table S1. Decoding performance and statistical results in each MPROI for Experiment 1, 
Experiment 2 and two experiments combined. Related to Figure 2 and Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table S2. Experiment 1: significant clusters found in within- and cross-condition 
classification searchlight analyses (thresholded at p = 0.01 and FDR-corrected across 
clusters at p < 0.05). Related to Figure 4.  

Decoding 
condition 

Size 
(voxels) 

Peak areas 
MNI coordinates Classification 

accuracy (%) X Y Z 
Illusory path 4720 13.5 -31.5 2.5 73.3 Superior frontal gyrus, medial frontal 

gyrus, anterior cingulate, right 
parahippocampal gyrus, right 
superior temporal gyrus  

 2993 -10.5 58.5 -12.5 72.2 Middle occipital gyri, right 
precuneus, right parahippocampal 
gyrus, right angular gyrus 

1713 22.5 10.5 29.5 72.2 Left cingulate gyrus, left postcentral 
gyrus 

294 -19.5 19.5 29.5 68.9 Right cingulate gyrus 
220 34.5 1.5 -21.5 71.1 Left parahippocampal gyrus, left 

superior temporal gyrus 
Matched 
physical path 

21761 13.5 85.5 8.5 84.4 Left middle occipital gyrus, 
superior and middle temporal gyri, 
left inferior parietal lobule, 
superior and middle frontal gyri, 
precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, 
paracentral lobule, cingulate gyrus 

Trained on 
double-drift 
tested on 
control stimuli 

1670 7.5 -34.5 26.5 67.2 right superior frontal gyrus, medial 
frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate 

441 4.5 22.5 2.5 65 Left thalamus 
204 31.5 46.5 26.5 65.6 Left inferior parietal lobule  
168 -49.5 -1.5 47.5 64.4 Right precentral gyrus, right middle 

frontal gyrus 
120 43.5 -1.5 35.5 63.3 Left precentral gyrus, left middle 

frontal gyrus 
86 -40.5 -28.5 -3.5 65 Right inferior frontal gyrus 
78 37.5 46.5 -24.5 64 Left cerebellum 
48 40.5 64.5 29.5 61.7 Left angular gyrus 

Trained on 
control tested 
on double-drift 
stimuli 

603 -7.5 -22.5 26.5 65 medial frontal gyrus, anterior 
cingulate 

148 34.5 -49.5 23.5 62.8 Left superior frontal gyrus 
134 25.5 37.5 47.5 63.3 Left postcentral gyrus 
131 7.5 28.5 -3.5 63.9 Left thalamus 
60 22.5 31.5 -21.5 61.1 Left cerebellum 
50 -37.5 -4.5 -21.5 62.8 Right superior temporal gyrus, right 

parahippocampal gyrus 
49 -61.5 10.5 20.5 61.7 Right precentral gyrus 
47 -43.5 -37.5 -3.5 61.7 Right inferior frontal gyrus 
36 22.5 -1.5 -12.5 61.1 Left parahippocampal gyrus 
33 -13.5 19.5 59.5 61.7 Right precentral gyrus 
30 -4.5 -52.5 23.5 60 Right superior frontal gyrus 



 

 

Table S3. Experiment 1: significant clusters found in cross-decoding searchlight analysis 
when the grand mean of each condition was removed within each searchlight (thresholded 
at p = 0.01 and FDR-corrected across clusters at p < 0.05). Related to Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 

Decoding 
condition 

Size 
(voxels) 

Peak 
 

areas 

MNI coordinates Classification 
accuracy (%) X Y Z 

Trained on 
double-drift 
tested on control 
stimuli 

517 -19.5 -46.4 23.5 64.4 right superior frontal gyrus, right 
medial frontal gyrus 

402 19.5 -46.5 -0.5 65.6 Left anterior cingulate, left 
superior frontal gyrus 

185 31.5 40.5 35.5 64.4 Left inferior parietal lobule  
145 -25.5 4.5 -15.5 61.7 Right parahippocampal gyrus 
119 -40.5 49.5 -36.5 63.9 Right cerebellum 
89 -10.5 13.5 65.5 64.4 Right superior frontal gyrus, 

right medial frontal gyrus 
82 4.5 31.5 2.5 64.4 Left thalamus 
75 46.5 49.5 -24.5 66.1 Left cerebellum 

 75 -49.5 -13.5 41.5 62.2 Right middle frontal gyrus 
 46 -10.5 -31.5 8.5 61.7 Right anterior cingulate 
 45 -16.5 -37.5 5.5 61.7 Right anterior cingulate, right 

medial frontal gyrus 
 44 -61.5 10.5 20.5 61.7 Right postcentral gyrus 
 34 46.5 -4.5 32.5 61.7 Left inferior frontal gyrus, left 

precentral gyrus 
 31 10.5 19.5 -12.5 62.2 Left parahippocample gyrus 
Trained on 
control tested on 
double-drift 
stimuli 

504 34.5 -52.5 11.5 66.1 Left middle frontal gyrus, left 
superior frontal gyrus 

487 -13.5 -28.5 38.5 65.6 Right medial frontal gyrus 
161 13.5 25.5 -12.5 63.9 Left cerebellum 
121 28.5 43.5 32.5 63.9 Left inferior parietal lobule 
112 22.5 -19.5 -9.5 63.3 Left inferior frontal gyrus 
108 -49.5 -34.5 11.5 63.3 Right inferior frontal gyrus 
81 -25.5 1.5 -15.5 64.4 Right parahippocampal gyrus 
53 -22.5 -52.5 14.5 62.2 Right superior frontal gyrus 
48 22.5 13.5 -15.5 61.7 Left parahippocampal gyrus 
42 52.5 43.5 41.5 64.4 Left inferior parietal lobule 

 41 -10.5 16.5 59.5 65.6 Right medial frontal gyrus 
 38 -58.5 7.5 17.5 63.3 Right postcentral gyrus 
 33 10.5 -13.5 56.5 61.7 Left superior frontal gyrus 
 32 7.5 10.5 44.5 61.1 Left paracentral lobule 
 30 -31.5 37.5 -18.5 61.1 Right cerebellum 



 

Table S4. Experiment 2:  significant clusters found in the within- and cross-condition 
classification searchlight analyses (thresholded at p = 0.01 and FDR-corrected across 
clusters at p < 0.05). Related to Figure 6. 
 

Decoding 
condition 

Size 
(voxels) 

Peak  areas 
MNI coordinates Classification 

accuracy (%) X Y Z 
Illusory path 14543 -28.5 -31.5 2.5 75.5 Left middle and inferior frontal 

gyrus, left precentral gyrus, left 
superior and middle temporal 
gyrus, left paracentral lobule, left 
parahippocampal gyrus, right 
superior and middle frontal 
gyrus, right superior temporal 
gyrus, right fusiform gyrus, 
inferior parietal lobules, 
postcentral gyrus, anterior 
cingulate gyrus, supramarginal 
gyrus 

Matched 
physical path 

7533 10.5 76.5 -12.5 80 Left superior and middle frontal 
gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus, 
left middle temporal gyrus, left 
precuneus, left calcarine gyrus, 
left paracentral lobule, right 
middle frontal gyrus, right 
middle occipital gyrus, right 
anterior cingulate gyrus 

222 -49.5 43.5 38.5 65.5 Right inferior parietal lobule 
Trained on 
double-drift 
tested on 
control stimuli 

379 34.5 -31.5 35.5 64.5 Left middle frontal gyrus 
166 -13.5 46.5 65.5 62.5 Right postcentral gyrus  
79 -34.5 -34.5 26.5 61.5 Right middle frontal gyrus 
71 37.5 70.5 26.5 59.5 Left angular gyrus 
44 -49.5 4.5 -24.5 61 Right fusiform gyrus 
43 -28.5 -22.5 38.5 63.5 Right middle frontal gyrus 
33 13.5 94.5 14.5 60.5 Left middle occipital gyrus 

Trained on 
control tested 
on double-drift 
stimuli 

395 -13.5 19.5 50.5 64 Right medial frontal gyrus 
80 -40.5 -34.5 35.5 62.5 Right middle frontal gyrus 
77 -58.5 -4.5 -15.5 62 Right middle temporal gyrus 
72 1.5 -1.5 41.5 63 Left cingulate gyrus 
59 22.5 -28.5 38.5 62 Left middle frontal gyrus 
56 46.5 34.5 14.5 60.5 Left superior temporal gyrus 
36 37.5 -13.5 41.5 61 Left middle frontal gyrus 
35 58.5 7.5 20.5 60 Left postcentral gyrus 
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